Congress is poised to pass legislation requiring background checks for almost all gun sales – a modest expansion of a proven safeguard that saves lives. Americans are nearly unanimous in supporting this public policy no-brainer. But not the NRA's Washington lobbyists. Lacking any reality-based argument, they’re once again peddling the tired myth that background checks will allow the government to create a “national registry” of gun owners and a “framework for gun confiscation.”

Since 1968, gun dealers – not the federal government – have kept basic sales records that prove they are conducting background checks, and which allow the gun to be traced to its owner if it’s recovered at a crime scene.

5 FEDERAL LAWS EXPLICITLY PROHIBIT CREATION OF A NATIONAL REGISTRY

18 U.S.C. § 926(a) prohibits the federal government from maintaining a national registry of gun owners

P.L. 112-55 also prohibits creation of a national registry

18 U.S.C. § 922(t)(2)(C) requires that records generated by successful background checks be destroyed

28 C.F.R. 25.9(b)(1)(ii) clarifies that the destruction must take place within 24 hours

28 C.F.R. 25.9(b)(3) specifically states that National Instant Criminal Background Check System cannot be used to create a registry
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